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QUOTABLE QUOTES – ALFRED LAMBREMONT WEBRE

Alfred Lambremont Webre, Chairman of the Board of Advisors of the Mars Anomaly Research
Society (MARS), discussing the frontier of contact with extraterrestrial life on Mars:

*****
“Through scientific remote viewing, key researchers in the area of exopolitical relations between human
and off-planet cultures have identified key characteristics and goals of an apparent off-planet culture on
Mars. This present-day Martian off-planet culture, humanoid in form, lives under the surface of Mars, and
may live clandestinely on Earth in underground bases in the United States and in intentional rural
colonies in South America.”
*****
“This Martian culture reportedly may be survivors of a Martian-solar system cataclysm in the distant past.
The survivors of the Martian culture were rescued from this past cataclysm in a time travel operation
approved by a galactic governing body known as the ‘galactic federation.’ The time travel rescue
operation was reportedly conducted by an off-planet culture known as the ‘Advanced Grays.’ ”
*****
“The surviving Martian culture, now existing under the surface of Mars, is about 150 years in advance of
our present-day human civilization, some remote viewing data suggests. The scientific remote viewing
data suggest that the Martian off-planet culture may wish to initiate contact and integration with human
civilization, including migration to Earth, as living conditions on Mars are difficult for the long-term.”
*****
“Initial data suggest that mutual benefits to the Martian off-planet culture and to our human civilization
might result from goodwill contact and public interest diplomacy between our two cultures, and set out a
proposed general course of action for mutual contact.”
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*****
“Star Wars represents our continued obsession with war, by exporting the permanent warfare economy,
space-based weapons, and active warfare into outer space. Star Wars is a choice that involves going with
the internal emotions of fear, aggression, conflict, non-trust, control over others, and a desire to move
towards a future of perpetual war, agony, and suffering. This choice leads to a nightmare on Earth.”
*****
“A Star Dreams approach to Mars represents a transformation of our war industry into a peaceful,
cooperative, sustainable Space Age society, and integrating with an intelligent, organized Universe
society. The choice of peace is a choice that almost every man, woman, and child can dream of.”
*****
“The time of the intentional quarantine of Earth is ending, along with the end of ordinary politics, and of
the permanent warfare economy. The time of a sustainable, cooperative, Space Age, Mars-Earth society
is just starting.”
*****
“A Star Dreams approach to Mars embraces the ideals of caring about life, curiosity, exploration, trust,
cooperation and a desire to move towards a more spiritual future. Supporting initiatives, such as an
international UN Space Preservation Treaty to ban space-based weapons and warfare in space, is a legal
step towards Star Dreams. The Star Dreams choice leads to hope for our future.”
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